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Impedances, Instabilities and Feedback Control
Transverse and longitudinal instabilities -beam loss, emittance
increase

Impedance-driven Instabilities - including TMCI
Ion or Electron-cloud disturbances
Rejection of disturbances from RF system or other sources

Feedback
a kind of "programmable impedance"
a means to damp or excite beam motion
a powerful beam diagnostic

Wideband - capability to address many ( all?) beam modes
Coupled-bunch instabilities -bandwidth consistent with bunch spacing (500MHz)
Intra-bunch motion - bandwidth consistent with bunch length (1-2 GHz or ?)

Intra-bunch wideband feedback - examples from JPARC and SPS
Diagnostic Examples from light sources, particle colliders

USPAS Control Theory and Applications

Motivation

Applications of charged-particle circular accelerators

• Colliders

• Light sources

Coupled-bunch instabilities cause beam loss or reduced
performance affecting the intensity of light sources and
the luminosity of colliders.

In the past circular machines were designed to operate
below the instability threshold.

However modern high-current accelerators are routinely run above the instability threshold. For
example the Advanced Light Source has 400 mA design current and 40 mA instability threshold.

Feedback Control provides Stability - AND Accelerator Diagnostics

Active feedback is
needed for design

performance!
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Diagnostics for a dynamic system - open/closed loopMeasuring the closed loop system - methods
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We want to study stable or unstable beams and understand impact of feedback

We can vary the feedback gain vs. time, study variation in beam input, output

We can drive the beam with an external signal, observe response to our drive

System isn’t steady state, tune and dynamics vary

Excite with chirps that can cross multiple frequencies of interest

Unstable systems can be studied via Grow-Damp methods, but slow modes hard to
measure

HBFB Progress Report February 6, 2013 8 / 22

We want to study stable or unstable beams and understand impact of feedback
System isn’t steady state, tune and dynamics vary

We can vary the feedback gain vs. time, study variation in beam motion vs time

We can drive the beam with an external signal, observe response to our drive
Excite with chirps that can cross multiple frequencies of interest

Use programmable features, and data memory, within the feedback system to excite and
record beam motion
excellent frequency resolution, measurement of modal amplitudes, structures from long
sequences, high sampling rates (narrowband resolution from processing gain)
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USPAS Control Theory and Applications

Grow/damp transient measurement

A transient diagnostic technique that
generates

• 1.2MB record of the motion of all
bunches

• Complete modal information

Transient measurement to
characterize open-loop dynamics
of an unstable system.

Linear time control is difficult
when making an exponentially
growing measurement.

trigger: software
or hardware

Start of
recording

Filter coefficient
set switch

End of
recording

Normal
feedback

Adjustable
filter switch
breakpoint

Adjustable
hold-off

delay time

filter 1 filter 0filter 0 Normal
feedback

Transient Domain - requires time-varying feedback processing,
and bunch motion recording during transient
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Diagnostics - instabilities from insertion gap

INVESTIGATION OF TRAPPED RESONANT MODES IN INSERTION
DEVICES AT THE AUSTRALIAN SYNCHROTRON

R. Dowd, M. Atkinson, M. J. Boland, G. S. LeBlanc, Y-R. E. Tan,
Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, Australia

D. Teytelman, Dimtel, San Jose, USA

Abstract
The Australian Synchrotron light Source has 3 variable

gap in-vacuum undulators (IVUs) in the storage ring. Since
installation, these devices have been the source of strong
beam instabilities. These instabilities seem to behave as
trapped resonant modes of very high Q and high frequency,
although a definite source has not been identified. The pres-
ence of these instabilities has necessitated operating at un-
usually high chromaticity for much of the light source’s
operations. More recently transverse feedback has been able
to control the instabilities and recent developments in diag-
nostics have allowed some investigation of the frequency
and mode response of these resonances. The results of this
investigation will be presented in this paper.

IN VACUUM UNDULATORS
The Australian Synchrotron storage ring contains two

3-metre long In-Vacuum Undulators (IVUs) (IVU03 and
IVU13) that close down to a 6.6 mm pole gap and one 2
metre undulator (IVU05) that closes to 6 mm, supplied in
2006 by NEOMAX Co., Ltd. The undulator period is 22mm
in all devices, with 89 and 134 periods in the 2m and 3m
devices respectively. The transition taper is a single piece of
flexible copper sheet, fixed at each end so that it flexes as the
pole gap is altered. Figure 1 shows the general geometry of
the magnet array inside the vacuum chamber and Figure 2
is a photo of the transition taper at minimum gap on IVU05.

INSTABILITY SOURCES
The vacuum chamber of the Australian Synchrotron stor-

age ring is stainless steel and therefore a major source of
resistive wall impedance. The impedance effects have been
measured previously [1] with the strongest effect in the ver-
tical plane due to the aspect ratio of the vacuum chamber.
The resistive wall effect is fairly easily damped by transverse
bunch-by-bunch feedback systems.

A much more problematic source of instabilities have been
the IVUs [2]. While these devices have copper wakefield
shields with flexible transitions at either end, they have been
the source of strong, high frequency resonances at particular
gap positions that cause primarily vertical instabilities. The
high frequency nature of these instabilities has posed a much
stronger challenge to the transverse feedback system. An
understanding of the source of these instabilities will be
important in mitigating any future problems in new IVUs.

Figure 1: Geometry of the 2m IVU, in cutaway view. Tran-
sition tapers and feed-throughs are not shown.

Figure 2: Transition taper view at 6mm gap on IVU5.

IVU Resonance Mapping
The onset of the observed high frequency instabilities is

dependent on the undulator gap of each device. A number
of resonances have been observed, typically separated by a
gap width of 0.3mm, with each resonance only active over a
span of tens of microns.

Attempts to map out these resonances in order to under-
stand their source have been conducted. The procedure for
mapping was to scan through undulator gaps with transverse
feedback at low gain to allow instabilities to grow and then
record the gap and instability mode number. The strength
of these instabilities appears to drop with increasing gap,
until eventually the resistive wall instability becomes domi-
nant and further resonances become impossible to find via
this technique. A more careful mapping using grow/damp
and excite/damp techniques is required to fully map out the
structure to larger gaps. This will be conducted at a later
date after an upgrade of the transverse feedback system.

Tables 1 and 2 show the currently observed mode vs gap
structures in each device. The gap values shown indicate the
apparent midpoint of the resonance and there is typically a
small range about these values that the resonance is present.
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D. Teytelman, Dimtel, San Jose, USA

Abstract
The Australian Synchrotron light Source has 3 variable

gap in-vacuum undulators (IVUs) in the storage ring. Since
installation, these devices have been the source of strong
beam instabilities. These instabilities seem to behave as
trapped resonant modes of very high Q and high frequency,
although a definite source has not been identified. The pres-
ence of these instabilities has necessitated operating at un-
usually high chromaticity for much of the light source’s
operations. More recently transverse feedback has been able
to control the instabilities and recent developments in diag-
nostics have allowed some investigation of the frequency
and mode response of these resonances. The results of this
investigation will be presented in this paper.

IN VACUUM UNDULATORS
The Australian Synchrotron storage ring contains two

3-metre long In-Vacuum Undulators (IVUs) (IVU03 and
IVU13) that close down to a 6.6 mm pole gap and one 2
metre undulator (IVU05) that closes to 6 mm, supplied in
2006 by NEOMAX Co., Ltd. The undulator period is 22mm
in all devices, with 89 and 134 periods in the 2m and 3m
devices respectively. The transition taper is a single piece of
flexible copper sheet, fixed at each end so that it flexes as the
pole gap is altered. Figure 1 shows the general geometry of
the magnet array inside the vacuum chamber and Figure 2
is a photo of the transition taper at minimum gap on IVU05.

INSTABILITY SOURCES
The vacuum chamber of the Australian Synchrotron stor-

age ring is stainless steel and therefore a major source of
resistive wall impedance. The impedance effects have been
measured previously [1] with the strongest effect in the ver-
tical plane due to the aspect ratio of the vacuum chamber.
The resistive wall effect is fairly easily damped by transverse
bunch-by-bunch feedback systems.

A much more problematic source of instabilities have been
the IVUs [2]. While these devices have copper wakefield
shields with flexible transitions at either end, they have been
the source of strong, high frequency resonances at particular
gap positions that cause primarily vertical instabilities. The
high frequency nature of these instabilities has posed a much
stronger challenge to the transverse feedback system. An
understanding of the source of these instabilities will be
important in mitigating any future problems in new IVUs.

Figure 1: Geometry of the 2m IVU, in cutaway view. Tran-
sition tapers and feed-throughs are not shown.

Figure 2: Transition taper view at 6mm gap on IVU5.

IVU Resonance Mapping
The onset of the observed high frequency instabilities is

dependent on the undulator gap of each device. A number
of resonances have been observed, typically separated by a
gap width of 0.3mm, with each resonance only active over a
span of tens of microns.

Attempts to map out these resonances in order to under-
stand their source have been conducted. The procedure for
mapping was to scan through undulator gaps with transverse
feedback at low gain to allow instabilities to grow and then
record the gap and instability mode number. The strength
of these instabilities appears to drop with increasing gap,
until eventually the resistive wall instability becomes domi-
nant and further resonances become impossible to find via
this technique. A more careful mapping using grow/damp
and excite/damp techniques is required to fully map out the
structure to larger gaps. This will be conducted at a later
date after an upgrade of the transverse feedback system.

Tables 1 and 2 show the currently observed mode vs gap
structures in each device. The gap values shown indicate the
apparent midpoint of the resonance and there is typically a
small range about these values that the resonance is present.
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Table 1: IVU05 Gap Setting vs Peak Resonance Mode Num-
ber. ∆ shows the gap difference between the current instabil-
ity mode and the one preceding it.

IVU05 Pole Gap (mm) Peak Instability Mode ∆ (mm)
9.27 215
8.93 216 0.34
8.60 217 0.33
8.28 218 0.32
7.95 219 0.33
7.63 220 0.32
7.32 221 0.29
7.02 222 0.30
6.73 223 0.29
6.45 224 0.28
6.19 225 0.20
6.04 226 0.16

Table 2: IVU03 Gap Setting (mm) vs Peak Resonance Mode
Number. ∆ is difference in pole gap from the last instability
mode.

IVU03 Gap Mode ∆ IVU13 Gap Mode ∆

7.62 195
7.22 196 0.40
6.77 197 0.45 6.66 197
8.01 223 7.98 223
7.64 224 0.37 7.61 224 0.37
7.31 225 0.33 7.27 225 0.34
6.95 226 0.36 6.95 226 0.32
6.61 227 0.34 6.60 227 0.35

The regular repetition of the instability at gaps of every 0.3
mm suggests a trapped mode resonance in the IVU chamber,
with each 0.3 mm gap movement shifting the resonance
frequency by 1 revolution harmonic (1.38 MHz). While
IVU05 shows only one series of resonances, from mode
number 226 to 215, IVU03 and IVU13 seem to also show a
second series that begin with mode 197. These modes have
a slightly greater distance between resonances and fall off in
strength quicker.

The origin of the resonance is still not clear to us. The
most obvious candidate would be the transition tapers, as
they create a cavity-like shape, however the frequency change
is very linear with gap which you would not expect from the
distortion of the taper. Another possibility is a resonance
between the magnet array which would be governed by the
geometry of the vacuum chamber. It should be noted that
IVU 3 and 13 (which are identical devices) show near identi-
cal mode-gap structure. This does suggest that the source has
to do with the bulk geometry of the device. IVU05 exhibits
a stronger set of resonances and the rest of the investigation
concentrates on this device.

Transverse Feedback Mode Analysis

In September 2015 we had the opportunity to use the Dim-
tel bunch-by-bunch feedback system [3] for a night while
it was under evaluation. It had had increased diagnostic
capabilities over our current feedback system and this was
used to conduct a mode growth rate scan across a range of
gap values of IVU05. The pole gap was scanned in small
(10-20 micron) steps and the bunch-by-bunch feedback sys-
tem momentarily switched off to observe the growth of the
unstable modes. An exponential fit is then made to the mode
amplitude over time curve to extract the growth rate. Figure
3 shows an example of one such growth rate measurement.

Figure 3: Grow/damp measurements using Dimtel transverse
feedback system.

Putting together the results of the scan from a gap of 6.3
mm to 7.1 mm we see in Figure 4 the underlying resistive
wall instability (mode 359) and 3 clear resonance peaks, of
modes 222, 223 and 224.

Figure 4: Instability mode growth rates for IVU05 vs gap.
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Discovery of unexpected strong vertical instability with insertion device closure
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AuLS- instabilities from insertion gap

Table 1: IVU05 Gap Setting vs Peak Resonance Mode Num-
ber. ∆ shows the gap difference between the current instabil-
ity mode and the one preceding it.

IVU05 Pole Gap (mm) Peak Instability Mode ∆ (mm)
9.27 215
8.93 216 0.34
8.60 217 0.33
8.28 218 0.32
7.95 219 0.33
7.63 220 0.32
7.32 221 0.29
7.02 222 0.30
6.73 223 0.29
6.45 224 0.28
6.19 225 0.20
6.04 226 0.16

Table 2: IVU03 Gap Setting (mm) vs Peak Resonance Mode
Number. ∆ is difference in pole gap from the last instability
mode.

IVU03 Gap Mode ∆ IVU13 Gap Mode ∆

7.62 195
7.22 196 0.40
6.77 197 0.45 6.66 197
8.01 223 7.98 223
7.64 224 0.37 7.61 224 0.37
7.31 225 0.33 7.27 225 0.34
6.95 226 0.36 6.95 226 0.32
6.61 227 0.34 6.60 227 0.35

The regular repetition of the instability at gaps of every 0.3
mm suggests a trapped mode resonance in the IVU chamber,
with each 0.3 mm gap movement shifting the resonance
frequency by 1 revolution harmonic (1.38 MHz). While
IVU05 shows only one series of resonances, from mode
number 226 to 215, IVU03 and IVU13 seem to also show a
second series that begin with mode 197. These modes have
a slightly greater distance between resonances and fall off in
strength quicker.

The origin of the resonance is still not clear to us. The
most obvious candidate would be the transition tapers, as
they create a cavity-like shape, however the frequency change
is very linear with gap which you would not expect from the
distortion of the taper. Another possibility is a resonance
between the magnet array which would be governed by the
geometry of the vacuum chamber. It should be noted that
IVU 3 and 13 (which are identical devices) show near identi-
cal mode-gap structure. This does suggest that the source has
to do with the bulk geometry of the device. IVU05 exhibits
a stronger set of resonances and the rest of the investigation
concentrates on this device.

Transverse Feedback Mode Analysis

In September 2015 we had the opportunity to use the Dim-
tel bunch-by-bunch feedback system [3] for a night while
it was under evaluation. It had had increased diagnostic
capabilities over our current feedback system and this was
used to conduct a mode growth rate scan across a range of
gap values of IVU05. The pole gap was scanned in small
(10-20 micron) steps and the bunch-by-bunch feedback sys-
tem momentarily switched off to observe the growth of the
unstable modes. An exponential fit is then made to the mode
amplitude over time curve to extract the growth rate. Figure
3 shows an example of one such growth rate measurement.

Figure 3: Grow/damp measurements using Dimtel transverse
feedback system.

Putting together the results of the scan from a gap of 6.3
mm to 7.1 mm we see in Figure 4 the underlying resistive
wall instability (mode 359) and 3 clear resonance peaks, of
modes 222, 223 and 224.

Figure 4: Instability mode growth rates for IVU05 vs gap.
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Fitting to these peaks we see in Figure 5 that the modes
can be fit very accurately by second order resonances with
bandwidth of 0.075 - 0.078 mm. The spacing between each
mode is constant and we see that the modes get stronger at
lower gaps, consistent with earlier observations. Assuming
that each excited mode is separated by a revolution harmonic
(1.38 MHz), we see a tuning sensitivity of 4.8 MHz/mm of
gap movement, putting the bandwidth at 365 kHz.

Figure 5: Second order resonance fits for modes 222 – 224.

To try and get an understanding of the fields in the IVU
chamber we placed a crude coaxial cable stub antenna against
a 35mm diameter glass viewing port that was present on
IVU05 near the taper section of the vacuum chamber. The
antenna was fed into a 8Ghz spectrum analyzer. We injected
a single bunch into the ring to excite an even comb of revolu-
tion harmonics. For a given mode M, we scanned revolution
harmonics located at fRF × (N + M/h) , where h is the har-
monics number (360) and fRF the ring RF frequency (500
MHz), up to 8 GHz. We then move the IVU off the mode
resonance and scan again. A difference in the harmonic line
amplitude should indicate that frequency was being excited
and may be the source of the instability mode. Factors that
complicate this measurement is that we are using missing
many modes due to the beam pipe cut-off, and the relative
coupling strengths and signal paths to the antenna are not
known.

Figure 6 Shows the result of such a scan for mode 224 in
IVU05. We can clearly see the cut-off of the viewing port
window at around 2 GHz. We also see that the 7.3 GHz
line has a clear increase in amplitude when the IVU gap is
placed in the resonance position of 6.42 mm, which would
indicate the resonance may be at this frequency. If that were
true, then the previously measured bandwidth of 365 kHz
would make the Q of this resonance 20,000, which seems
extraordinarily high. Further measurement, involving an
antenna placed inside the chamber will be made in the future
to provide more information.

Figure 6: IVU 5 mode 224 resonance line strengths at dif-
ferent harmonics when on-resonance (blue dot) and off-
resonance (red cross).

Field Simulations
Field simulations (using CST Studio Suite [4]) show many

resonance modes with vertical fields in the beam path are
possible. The frequency of these modes change with the
length of the device and the gap. It may be possible that
one such mode is responsible for the instabilities seen. The
dependence of the frequency on the length of the device
may explain the difference in resonance spectra between the
2m and 3m long devices. Computing resource constraints
make a full simulation of the entire undulator device to high
frequency beyond our capabilities at present, however partial
simulations have shown information that will assist future
investigations.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
INVESTIGATION

We have observed instability modes in our IVUs that are
sharp resonances. The pattern of resonances suggests it has
something to do with the overall chamber geometry. Fiels
simulations show possible resonances whose frequency is
determined by the length and gap of the IVU magnet array.
Investigations with a stub antenna and single bunch mode
suggest the resonance is at very high frequency.

We are currently developing a set of directional RF an-
tennas to be inserted into the IVU chamber and sample the
fields inside during operation. we hope this will provide
more information on the instability mode frequency and
ways to mitigate it.
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Data suggests 3 strong resonances, excited as the gap closes

Can be modeled via HFSS, etc and resonator impedance,Q and center frequency
quantified

APS study of longitudinal HOMS in section Examples
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Intra-Bunch Feedback at JPARC - horizontal plane

PERFORMANCE OF TRANSVERSE INTRA-BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
AT J-PARC MR 

Y. H. Chin, T. Obina, M. Okada, M. Tobiyama, T. Toyama, KEK, Ibaraki, Japan 
K. Nakamura, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan  

Y. Shobuda, JAEA, Ibaraki, Japan
 
Abstract 

A new broadband (~100MHz) feedback system has 
been developed for suppression of intra-bunch 
oscillations and reduction of particle losses at the J-PARC 
Main Ring (MR). A new BPM has been designed and 
fabricated, based on Linnecar’s exponential coupler 
stripline type, for a flatter and wider frequency response. 
The design and performance of the new BPM as well as 
preparation of a newly installed exciter and power 
amplifier is presented. We also report beam test results of 
suppression of horizontal intra-bunch oscillations at 3 
GeV with the bunch length of 150-200 ns. Simple 
simulations results without wake fields and the space-
charge effects qualitatively reproduce the experimental 
results of the intra-bunch FB system. 

INTRODUCTION 
The J-PARC is composed of three proton accelerators: 

the 400MeV linear accelerator (LINAC), the 3 GeV 
Rapid Cycling Synchrotron (RCS), and the Main Ring 
(MR) Synchrotron. The main parameters are listed in 
Table 1. At the J-PARC MR, transverse instabilities have 
been observed during the injection and at the onset of the 
acceleration. The present narrowband bunch-by-bunch 
feedback system (BxB FB) is effectively suppressing 
these transverse dipole oscillations, allowing to attaining 
the 230 kW beam power [1]. But the BxB feedback 
system can damp only the center of mass motions of the 
whole bunches. Even with the BxB feedback system on, 
internal bunch oscillations have been still observed, 
which is causing additional particle losses [2]. To 
suppress intra-bunch oscillations, a more wideband and 
elaborate feedback system (named the intra-bunch 
feedback system) has been developed [3]. 

INTRA-BUNCH FEEDBACK SYSTEM 
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the new intra-bunch 

feedback system. It is composed mainly of three 
components: a BPM, a signal processing circuit (iGp12) 
and kickers. It divides each bucket to 64 slices and acts on 
each slice as if it is a small bunch (bunch-let) in a narrow 
band feedback system. The signal processing circuit 
detects betatron oscillation of each bunch slice using 
signals from the BPM and calculates feedback signals. 
These feedback signals are sent to the kickers through the 
power amplifiers. The new system and its set-up are 
similar to those of the current BxB feedback system. The 
main improvement is that each component now has a (64 
times) wider frequency sensitivity than the one for the 

BxB feedback system. The intra-bunch feedback system 
has been installed at the D3 building, while the current 
BxB feedback system is still operational at the D1 
building.  

Table 1: Main Parameters of J-PARC Main  

Circumference 1568m 
Injection Energy 3GeV 
Extraction Energy 30GeV 
Repetition Period 2.48s 
RF Frequency 1.67-1.72 MHz 
Number of Bunches 8 
Synchrotron Tune 0.002-0.0001 
Betatron Tune (Hor./Ver.) 22.41/20.75 

  
Figure 1: Schematic of the intra-bunch feedback system. 

BPM 
The new stripline BPM has been designed and 

fabricated based on Linnecar’s electrode design [4] (see 
Fig. 2). It is equipped with the exponentially tapered 
electrodes which, in principle, allow a flatter and wider 
frequency response (the green line in Fig.3) than the 
conventional rectangular ones (the blue line in Fig.3). The 
diameter of the beam pipe is 147mm, and the length of 
the electrodes is 300mm. The electrodes are placed 67mm 
from the center of the beam pipe. The height of the 
electrodes from the chamber surface needs to be gradually 
reduced (proportional to its width) toward their tips for 
the impedance matching. The BPM characteristics were 
measured by the stretched wire method. The measured 
frequency response is shown by the red line in Fig. 3. It 
can be seen that the new BPM has a good frequency 
response up to 1GHz. The position sensitivity is also 
measured and it is found to be fluctuating around 0.027 
by 0.002. 
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Figure 8: Time revolution of the center slice of the bunch (the 30th slice). The left figures are the experimental results 
(Top: all FBs off, Middle: only BxB FB on, Bottom: only intra-bunch FB on) and the right ones are the simulations 
(Top: all FBs off, Middle: only BxB FB on, Bottom: only intra-bunch FB on).  
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Beam Dynamics in Rings

Long Bunch 150 -
200 ns

100 MHz
sampling rate, 64
samples/bunch

diagonal FIR
processing,
similar to bunch
by bunch systems

parallel with
bunch by bunch
feedback

tune tracking
during energy
ramp ( sequence
of FIR filters)
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SPS - Wideband IntraBunch Demonstration system

HBTFB - High Bandwidth Transverse Feedback 
Wideband feedback system (GHz bandwidth) for SPS 
Intra-bunch GHz transverse feedback system 
Help stabilize beam against Ecloud and TMCI effects 
Under development with LARP 
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Pickup - provides moment
( charge*position)

Analog Front End - ∆ and
Σ

GHz Bandwidth,
equalization

4 - 8 GS/s DSP

Orbit rejection,
processing gain

Tailored gain vs. phase
for damping

Back End - RF drive to
power stages,
equalization

Kickers - converts RF to
transverse kick

Timing, Synchronization,
Diagnostics
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Measuring the dynamic system - Modal Excitation
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Mode 1 (head-tail) excitation

Inside the DSP processing we can sum in an Excitation signal file
16 unique samples/turn ( 4 ns duration)
20,000 turn sequence, synchronized to injection
Spatially-shaped excites particular mode
Spatial Waveform is amplitude modulated at selected tune frequency
Chirps span range of tunes for selective excitation and spectrum analysis

Synchronization to injection, Feedback properties also can be
modulated vs. time
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Intra-Bunch SPS studies - Q26, Q20 and Q22 Optics
Studies of stable, unstable beams

Single-bunch and bunch train studies

Driven and damped motion studies

Study interaction with transverse dampers

modes 0,1,2 (higher?) damping to noise
floor

use of 500 MHz striplines, 1 GHz
bandwidth slotline kicker in fab
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Feedback Stabilizes Single Bunch Instability
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Intensity 2x1011 with low chromaticity Q26 lattice ( special beam)

LEFT Instability seen immediately from injection - Wideband Feedback OFF
Instability leads to loss of charge without feedback, roughly 400 - 800 turns

RIGHT Instability controlled from injection - Wideband Feedback ON
Head-Tail instability ( intra-bunch)

Important to understand injection transient and saturation impacts
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Single Bunch - Stabilized by feedback

Introduction Feedback System MD results Conclusions

Single Bunch - Stabization using wideband feedback

Example - Spectrogram

Q26 Optics, Charge ' 2.05 ⇥ 1011 part.

Transverse damper is ON. Wideband feedback is ON.

TWC = 1.4MV, Chromaticity posiitve, tune = 0.183, ✏y = 1.7µm.

Figure: Vertical dipole motion. Small
amount of charge is lost at injection.

Figure: Spectrogram.

C. H. Rivetta WBFB Review, CERN, CH September 20, 2016 24
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Single Bunch - Damp - Grow transient

Introduction Feedback System MD results Conclusions

Single Bunch - Stabization using wideband feedback

Example - Wideband feedback ON / OFF

Q26 Optics, similar machine-beam conditions that above

The wideband feedback in ON during injection up to turn 8000, then it is OFF

The beam becomes unstable after opening the feedback loop

Figure: Spectrogram of a bunch.
The wideband feedback (WBFB) is ON until
turn 8000. The bunch becomes unstable after
WBFB is turned OFF.
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Figure: DAC signal (Amplifier, Kicker
signals). Loop is opened at turn 8000

C. H. Rivetta WBFB Review, CERN, CH September 20, 2016 25
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Stable Q22 study - pos FB excitation, free decay

Stable bunch is excited with positive
feedback for 5000 turns -instability grows

Pos FB SG 3 damp SG 15

Transverse damper 2 ON 1 OFF

unstable bunch develops mode 1 and
mode 0

Evidence of power converter noise and
tune modulation
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single bunch Q22 study - pos excite, open loop decay
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Q22 high gain damping 7-15 1320
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Mostly mode 1 excited, some mode 2

Evidence of power converter noise and
tune modulation

Mode 0 seems well-controlled by
transverse dampers

Complete mode 1 damping to noise floor

Studies of damping rate vs feedback gain

Instability threshold via pos FB gain study
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Q22 train of 72 - bunch 70 M 1 doesn’t damp w/o FB

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 17
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SPS - High Current Multi-Bunch Control
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High Current Train SPS Measurement - 4 stacks of 72 bunches
Intensity 1.8x1011 with low chromaticity Q20 lattice ( special beam)
Instability seen at end of 4th stack - Wideband Feedback OFF
Instability controlled on 4th stack - Wideband Feedback ON
Instability leads to loss of charge from end of Stack 4
in both cases existing SPS Transverse damper is ON
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Data Snapshot - High Current Multi-Bunch Control
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SPS MD studies - Q26, Q20 and Q22 Optics
System Technology

demonstrated intra-bunch control of unstable beams
Achieved damping rates 1/200 turns ( limited kicker)
Noise floors in system, damped beam noise floors
Development/evaluation of control filters for Q20 vs other optics ( impact of Qs)
Analysis tools and comparisons to simulation methods

Single Bunch Studies (in progress)
Control Head-Tail type intrabunch instability
Damping of intrabunch unstable motions with growth time > 200 turns
Explore interaction of Wideband and traditional mode 0 transverse damper
Generation/study/control of a clear "TMCI" instability in progress

Multi-Bunch Control (in progress)
WBFB controls collective effect and intra-bunch instabilities in multi bunch trains
control of unstable bunch motion, study of damping of bunch vs. position
MD Goal - induce intra bunch instabilities via electron clouds in the last batch, but to
date unstable bunches at end of train present only Mode 0 motion.
Further MD studies can explore control of a clear "Ecloud" driven instability (higher
intensity?)

In progress -optimal controllers to stabilize motion with faster growth rates. Installation
of slot line kicker/amplifiers will provide significant gain increase

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 20
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1 GHz Wideband Slotline kicker development
CERN, LNF-INFN, LBL and SLAC Collaboration. Design Report SLAC-R-1037
Similar in concept to stochastic cooling pickups, run as kicker
Advantage - length allows Shunt Impedance AND Bandwidth
J. Cesaratto, S. Verdu, M.Wendt, D. Aguilera electrical/mechanical design and HFSS
optimization, in fabrication for 2019 CERN installation)

Page 3 October 1, 2013 –  Improved PIC Analysis of a Slot Kicker Structure (M. Wendt) 

Kicker Geometry 

Shapal spacers, 
12 mm diameter 

Coaxial-to-stripline transition, 
based on Kyocera RF UHV feedthrough 

40 coupling slots, 
70 x 12.5 mm, 
25 mm pitch 

WR-430 waveguide, 
109.22 x 54.61 mm, 
1000 mm long 

Stripline electrode, 
68 x 5 mm, 
1000 mm long 

Beam pipe, 
132 x 52.3 mm, 

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 21
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Wideband Kicker - initial study for LHC and FCC -
broadband Zl? ( G. Zhu)Different geometries explored

12 September 2017 LHC High Lumi WP2 Meeting – WH

aperture
frequency reach
size of “good field” region 
shunt-impedance
beam coupling impedance
manufacturingDifferent geometries

12 September 2017 LHC High Lumi WP2 Meeting – WH

52 mm
aperture

octagonal

Beam coupling impedance

12 September 2017 LHC High Lumi WP2 Meeting – WH

V=90 mm, 2x10-8 C

ongoing work

ssh= 40 mm
h_elect = 12 mm
elect_w = 30 mm

Smaller aperture (“FCC-like”)

12 September 2017 LHC High Lumi WP2 Meeting – WH

higher shunt impedance
higher frequency reach

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 22
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Intrabunch Feedback - Beam Diagnostic Value
Feedback and Beam dynamics sensitive measure of impedance
and other dynamic effects
Complementary to existing beam diagnostic techniques
Novel time and frequency domain diagnostics

reconfigurable platform, 4 - 8 GS/s data rates
snapshot memories, excitation memories
stable and unstable systems can be studied with various methods
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SPS Demonstrator System DSP Features

Reconfigurable 4 GS/sec. DSP platform

1 GHz system bandwidth

GUI for operations/Control

Processing Upgraded LS1 and 2015/2016
64 bunch train control, scrubbing beam
control
16 slice FIR control, flexible slice gains
On the fly filter coefficient swap
Feedback + Excitation mode
Robust Timing/Synchronization
Digital Output RF upconvert

2 wideband Stripline Kickers designed, cabled and
commissioned - Slotline designed, in fab

4 1 GHz 250W RF power amps in tunnel

Feedback Filters

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must
be adjusted to include overall
loop phase shifts and cable
delay
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Complementary Striplines and SlotlineComparison%of%Stripline%and%Slotline%

•  At%low%frequencies,%the%striplines%have%slightly%higher%kick%strength.%
•  However,%the%slotline%can%effecKvely%cover%the%bandwidth%up%to%1%GHz.%
•  MDs%with%the%new%kicker%prototypes%are%ABSOLUTELY%ESSENTIAL%to%validate%

and%confirm%the%technologies,%bandwidth%and%kick%strength%needed.%
16 
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2 striplines, Pamp = 500 W, Ptot = 2000 W
1 slotlines, Pamp = 500 W, Ptot = 1000 W

CERN%plans%to%install:%
•  2%Striplines%
•  1%Slotline%

LARP/HiLumi Collaboration Meeting, 
CM22 5/7/14 
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Feedback Filters - Frequency Domain Design

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must be
adjusted to include overall loop
phase shifts and cable delay

Based on methods used in
coupled-bunch systems

Feedback Filters

FIR up to 16 taps

Designed in Matlab

Filter phase shift at tune must
be adjusted to include overall
loop phase shifts and cable
delay
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The processing system can be expanded to support more complex
off-diagonal (modal) filters, IIR filters, etc as part of the research and
technology development
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Upgrades to the SPS Demonstrator - Roadmap

 CERN WBFB Review  August 24,  2016 
4 

- DAC Only
- 4GSa/s

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Snapshot Memory

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Excite/Record Mode
- DAC Clock Sync
- New RF Amplifiers
- Multi-Bunch Processing

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 8GSa/s
- Inclusion of all previous 
features

2011 2012 2013-2015

2018-2020

Excitation
System

Single-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator

Initial
Concept

8GSa/s
Architecture 
Studies and 
Component 
Evaluations

- Design Study
- Identify System 
Components

8GSa/s
Feedback 
Prototype

8GSa/s:
Define 

Architecture and 
Components for 

8GSa/s '�6 
Platform

Multi-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator
(Phase 1)

Post LS2 
SPS Use

Further SPS Testing
(possible PS tests)

Full-Featured 
System

- Detailed Design
- Select Components

Multi-Bunch 
Feedback 

Demonstrator
(Phase 2)

2014-2015 2016 2017-2018

2016-2018

- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 4GSa/s
- Inclusion of all prev feat
- Orbit Offset Reject
- Enhanced Filters
- Enhanced Diagnostics
- New RF Amplifiers

- Build DEMO-II test system
- ADC +DAC + DSP
- 8GSa/s
- Subset of demo system 
features & functions

- New Design
- New Platform

Future Applications
HL-LHC, etc.

Ongoing US-Japan R&D Project

Updated Version 3 The Demo system is a reconfigurable platform to evaluate control techniques
MD experience has guided necessary system specifications and capabilities
The path towards a full-featured system is flexible, can support multiple pickups and/or
multiple kickers
US-Japan testbed in progress to validate 8 GS/s processing technology
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Wideband Feedback - Implementation in LHC

Architecture being developed is reconfigurable!

Processing unit implementation in LHC similar to SPS:

SPS LHC
RF frequency (MHz) 200 400
frev (kHz) 43.4 11.1
# bunches/beam 288 2808
# samples/bunch 16 16
# filter taps/sample 16 16
Multi-Accum (GMac/s) 3.2 8

LHC needs more multiply-accumulation operation resources because of # of
bunches, but reduced frev allows longer computation time (assuming diagonal
control).

LHC signal processing is roughly x2 more FPGA resources
Similar architecture can accommodate needs of both SPS and LHC.

Still need kicker of appropriate bandwidth with acceptable impedance for LHC.
Learn from SPS Slotline, simulation study of 4 GHz slotline in process at CERN.
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Next Technology Development Opportunity

Upgraded High-speed DSP Platform consistent with 4 -8 GS/sec
sampling rates for MD studies

Parallel 4 GS/sec ADC paths, for multiple pickups or improved noise floor
Explore value of ∆Σ front end, with charge normalization
Low-noise transverse coordinate receivers, orbit offset/dynamic range
improvements, pickups
Expand Master Oscillator, Timing system for Energy ramp control
Allow multiple kickers, π/4 separation, higher gain

Upgraded Demo platform - Funding?
Greater FPGA resources, allows more complex modal filters, higher sampling rate
filters
Two 4 GS/sec input ADC streams, allowing single 8 GS/sec data path, or two
pickups with 4 GS/s data paths
Reconfigurable FPGA processing allows re-targeting to LHC, other facilities

Lab evaluation and firmware development
Validate key features for robust control for Q20, Q22, Q26, other
possible dynamics
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Recent study of APS Longitudinal HOMs
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Invited Paper at IBIC 2017

CHARACTERIZING THE COUPLED BUNCH DRIVING TERMS IN A
STORAGE RING ⇤

Katherine C. Harkay†, Tim Berenc, Louis Emery, Ulrich Wienands, ANL, Argonne, IL, USA
Dmitry Teytelman, Dimtel, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA

John Byrd, LBNL, Berkeley, CA, USA
Rohan Dowd, Australian Synchrotron, Clayton, Australia

Abstract
Stable operation of a modern high current storage rings re-

quires attention to the sources of coupling impedance. Meth-
ods ranging from EM modeling to bench and beam measure-
ments are routinely used to characterize accelerator compo-
nents. The beam-based method presented here complements
existing approaches, and allows precise measurements and
identification of narrowband resonances in structures such
as RF cavities or in-vacuum undulators. We combine the
well-established approach of characterizing eigenvalues of
coupled-bunch instabilities with modern high-throughput
data acquisition tools and automatic analysis methods. By
sequentially exciting low-amplitude oscillation of individ-
ual modes below the instability threshold and observing
open-loop damping, we automatically map the eigenvalues
of all even-fill eigenmodes. Repeating the measurements
while changing operating conditions, such as cavity temper-
atures or undulator gaps, provides a detailed mapping of the
impedance source. These measurements are used to extract
impedance parameters as well as to optimize accelerator
settings. Experimental results from the Advanced Photon
Source and other accelerators illustrate the technique.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a beam-based method for measur-

ing narrowband coupling impedances in a storage ring. Such
narrow resonant modes, typically parasitic modes in vacuum
structures or higher-order modes (HOMs) in RF cavities, can
potentially excite severe coupled-bunch instabilities. Pre-
cise characterization of these resonances is important for
optimizing the operation of existing machines as well as for
planning of upgrades.

MEASUREMENT METHOD
Instabilities and impedances

In order to characterize the coupling impedances we mea-
sure the eigenvalues of the even-fill eigenmodes (EFEMs).
Modal eigenvalue⇤l defines the open-loop trajectory Ale⇤l t

of EFEM l. The real part of the eigenvalue determines the
modal growth or damping rate and the imaginary part — the
oscillation frequency. In the longitudinal plane, the eigen-
values are described by the following relation:

⇤ Work at supported by U. S. Department of Energy, O�ce of Science,
under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357.

† harkay@aps.anl.gov

⇤l = ⇤0 +
⇡↵e f 2

rf I0

E0h!s
Z ke� (l!0 + !s ), (1)

where ⇤0 = ��rad + i!s is the unperturbed eigenvalue,
Z ke� is the e�ective impedance, related to the physical
impedance as follows:

Z ke� (!) =
1X

p=�1

p!rf + !
!rf

Z k (p!rf + !) (2)

In the transverse plane we have [1]:

⇤l = (��?rad + i!� ) � ce f revI0
2!�E0

Z?e� (l!0 + !� ) (3)

Z?e� (!) =
1X

p=�1
Z? (p!rf + !), (4)

where c is the speed of light and!� is the betatron frequency.
The transverse impedance, unlike longitudinal, does not
scale with frequency when aliasing to Z?e� .

Modal eigenvalues sample machine impedances at syn-
chrotron or betatron sidebands of many revolution harmon-
ics. To characterize the resonant modes we need a way to
tune their frequencies. For higher order modes in RF cavities
the typical method for tuning the HOMs is to change the
cavity temperature. Mechanisms to change the geometry of
the structure provide another way of tuning the resonances.
These include cavity tuners, in-vacuum undulators (IVUs)
with movable jaws, and others.

A measurement of complex eigenvalues as a function
of a tuning parameter characterizes the aliased e�ective
impedance Ze� (!). In order to reconstruct the original
HOM resonance additional information is required. Aliased
impedance measurement defines, with the resolution of the
RF frequency, where in the spectrum the true impedance
might be located. One way to localize the impedance is
to compare these frequencies to the known HOM spectra,
from simulations or bench measurements. If the structure
in question has RF probes, it can be investigated with beam
to resolve various resonances. In this case, a single-bunch
fill pattern is normally used to generate a comb of revolu-
tion frequency harmonics extending beyond the beam pipe
cut-o� frequency.

To summarize, by scanning a resonant mode and mea-
suring EFEM eigenvalues we can extract the response as a
function of the scanning parameter. In order to translate that
information to the modal frequency and bandwidth we need

Study of all Longitudinal HOM’s

Systematic grow-damp studies

Systematic drive-damp studies

quantifies actual as built machine
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Limitations on system gain

For any causal feedback technique, the system gain and
bandwidth are limited
Gain is partitioned between pickup, receiver, DSP, RF amplifiers
and kickers
for FIR or bandpass filter, 2 gain limit mechanisms

Group delay/bandwidth gain limit - phase/gain margins lost as gain
is increased, drive instabilities
Noise saturation limit - input noise∗gain saturates kicker

Impacts of injection transients, driven signals within the system
filter bandwidth
Do we see these limits in operating systems?

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 32
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STUDY OF BEAM SIZE BLOWUP DUE TO TRANSVERSE BUNCH 
FEEDBACK NOISE ON e+ e- COLLIDER* 

Makoto Tobiyama# and Kazuhito Ohmi,                                                                   
KEK Accelerator Laboratory, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba 305-0801, Japan.

Abstract 
Vertical beam size blowups with the larger gain of the 

transverse bunch feedback systems have been observed in 
KEKB B-factory rings. With the numerical simulation, it 
has been shown that large beam-beam effect enhanced 
small oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the 
bunch feedback kick. To examine the simulation, the 
beam response, the effective beam size and the luminosity 
change with artificial external noise injected into the 
transverse feedback system have been measured in KEKB 
LER ring during collision. The result has been compared 
with the simulation including beam-beam effect and 
showed good agreement. 

INTRODUCTION 
On recent high luminosity colliders such as B-Factories, 

it is almost indispensable  to use the powerful transverse 
bunch-by-bunch feedback systems to suppress fast co-
upled-bunch instabilities (CBI) coming from strong and 
wide-band impedance sources such as electron cloud 
instability or fast ion instability. The feedback gain of the 
systems tends to be rather larger at least to keep the beam 
with single beam condition. In the case of KEKB-LER, 
we have normally set the gain of the system to have the 
feedback damping time of around 0.2~0.5 ms, which 
corresponds to 20 to 50 turns of the revolution of the rings.  

During the operation of the KEKB rings, we have 
unexpectedly observed a degradation of the luminosity 
related with the exceed feedback gain of the LER. With 
the systematic study of the relations between the trans-
verse feedback gains and the luminosity, we have found 
only LER vertical feedback gain affected the luminosity 
and the vertical beam size; other transverse feedback gain, 
LER-H, HER-H and HER-V had no obvious relation to  

 

Figure 1: Luminosity reduction with the  KEKB-LER 
vertical feedback gain. 

the luminosity. Figure 1 shows the obtained response of 

the luminosity with the LER vertical feedback gain.  
We have also examined the effect of the vertical 

feedback gain on vertical beam size observed with the 
interferometer on both the collision and the  single-beam 
condition of KEKB-LER. Though the vertical beam size 
slowly increased (~10%) with  the feedback gain during 
single-beam condition, it jumped up more than 40% with 
small change of the feedback gain during collision. The 
resulting luminosity decreased around 10 to 20% with the 
blowup of the vertical beam size.  

Since with lower vertical feedback gain which did not 
affect the luminosity we could inject and keep the beam 
with single-beam condition, and the coupling between the 
bunches could be smeared by the tune spread coming 
from strong beam-beam effect during collision, we could 
manage the effect realistically. It is however important to 
understand the effect, especially for the future low 
emittance storage rings with much lower x-y coupling 
such as SuperKEKB. With the numerical simulation, it 
has been shown that large beam-beam effect enhanced 
small oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the 
bunch feedback systems[2]. 

We have examined the simulation by measuring the 
beam response, the effective beam size and the luminosity 
change with artificial noise injected into the vertical 
feedback system in KEKB-LER during collision. Table 1 
shows the main parameters of the KEKB rings during 
experiment. 

Table 1: Main Parameters of KEKB Rings 

 LER HER  

Energy 3.5  GeV 
Circumference 3016 m 
frev 99.39 kHz 
Crossing angle 22 (crab crossing) mrad 
Beam current 1.45 1.0 A 
Harmonic number 5120  
Bunch number 1584 1584  
Betatron tune x 45.506 44.510  
                       y 43.558 41.620  
Total RF voltage 8.0 13.0 MV 

IP beta Ex*/Ey*  120/0.59 120/0.59 cm 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The block diagram of the transverse feedback systems 

of KEKB-LER is shown in Figure 2[1]. Button signals are 
filtered with the cable-type BPF with center frequency of 
2 GHz. The two facing button signals are subtracted with 
the 180-deg. hybrid and down-converted with 4 x RF 
signal to get amplitude (position) of the oscillation. The 
two horizontal or vertical positions are combined vecto-
rially to make 90-deg phase shift and digitized with the
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08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability

Study�of�Beam�Size�Blowup�due�to�Transverse�
Bunch�Feedback�Noise�on�e+eͲ Collider

Makoto�Tobiyama�and�Kazuhito�Ohmi,�KEK�Accelerator�Laboratory,�1Ͳ1�Oho,�Tsukuba,�Japan

MOPD73

Ab t tAbstract
Vertical beam size blowups with the larger gain of the
transverse bunch feedback systems have been observed in
KEKB BͲfactory rings. With the numerical simulation, it has
been shown that large beamͲbeam effect enhanced small
oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the bunch
feedback kick. To examine the simulation, the beam response,
the effective beam size and the luminosity change with
artificial external noise injected into the transverse feedback
system have been measured in KEKB LER ring during collision.
The result has been compared with the simulation including

KEKB�transverse�bunch�feedback�system
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beamͲbeam effect and showed good agreement.

Introduction
Vertical�beamͲsize�blowup�and�luminosity�degradation�due�to�
exceeded�feedback�gain�was�found�on�KEKB�collider.
•Only�LERͲVertical�feedback�gain�affected�the�luminosity.
•Other�feedback�loops�(LERͲH,�HERͲH,�HERͲV)�had�no�obvious�
effects�on�luminosity�even�with�extremely�high�gain.

+3dB -3dB0dB
+1.5dB

-
2dB

-1dB

Amplitude(% of V size) Amplitude(% of V size)

•At�the�beamͲbeam�region�((a),�fexcite=0.6),�the�LER�vertical�beam�
size�has�increased�fairly�quickly�and�the�luminosity�gradually�
decreased�with�the�excitation�amplitude.
•At�out�of�the�beamͲbeam�region�((b),�fexcite=0.75),�though�the�
increase�of�the�LER�vertical�beam�size�was�much�slower�than�that�
of�in�the�beamͲbeam�region,�the�drop�of�the�luminosity�with�the�
excited�amplitude�was�similar�to�(a).

Excitation�amplitude�vs.�luminosity
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•Drop�of�the�luminosity�
strongly�depends�on�the�
excitation�frequency.
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•With�VͲFB�gain�of�lower�than�'G=Ͳ3dB,��single�beam�
operation�was�possible.
•During�collision,�strong�beamͲbeam�effect�has�completely�
suppressed�the�coupledͲbunch�oscillation,�except�for�the�
beamͲbeam oscillation (horizontal only).

Precise 
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Generator

Write
Address/Interface FPGA

VME 
Interface

EX data ADR CONT

Accumulate�all�the�bunch�
positions�up�to�4096�turns
(5120�x�4096�=�20MB)

•Inject�excitation�signal�(sinusoidal�wave�or�white�noise)�from�the�
Y�tune�excitation�port.
¾ h k k l d f d h h

White�noise�(<5MHz)�excitation
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beam beam�oscillation�(horizontal�only).

•Understanding�the�effect�is�necessary�for�future�low�
emittance,�low�xͲy�coupling�colliders.

BeamͲbeam�simulation�(1)
•Luminosity�is�sensitive�for�the�offset�fluctuation
•5%�degradation�for�offset�fluctuation�of�0.01sy

• Faster�noise�(turnͲbyͲturn�noise,�not�low�frequency)�mainly�
affects.

¾The�peakͲtoͲpeak�amplitude�was�confirmed�with�the�
oscilloscope.
¾Excitation�tune�=(0.55,�0.56,�0.58,�0.6,�0.62,�0.65,�0.68,�.72.�
0.75)

•Detect�the�oscillation�of�the�LER�beam�with�the�BOR.
¾The�recorded�value�of�the�BOR�was�calibrated�with�the�local�
bumps�around�the�BPMs.
¾FFT�the�data�to�find�the�amplitude�of�the�oscillation�
corresponding�to�the�excitation.�

•Effective�beam�size�was�measured�using�interferometer.
•Luminosity�data�was�delivered�by�the�Belle�detector
¾Low latency slow update rate (<0 1H )

Excitation Voltage(Vpp)Tune

•The�shape�of�the�beam�response�on�excitation�freq.�is�similar�to�
the�case�of�single�freq.�excitation.
•Luminosity�has�dropped�about�5%�with�the�noise�amplitude�of�
0.4VpͲp.�
•The�noise�level�of�0.4Vpp�is�x100�higher�than�the�observed�noise�
level�during�operation.

BeamͲbeam�simulation�(2)
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•Examine�the�simulation�by�measuring�the�beam�response,�the�
effective�beam�size�and�the�luminosity�change�with�artificial�
noise�injected�into�the�vertical�feedback�systems.
C h l i h h b b i l i i h

¾Low�latency,�slow�update�rate�(<0.1Hz)
¾BeamͲbeam�effect�needs�long�time�to�settle.

Single�frequency�excitation�voltage�vs.�amplitude�

•Response�of�the�beam�
on�the�excitation�freq.�
are�not�the�same.
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•Compare�the�results�with�the�beamͲbeam�simulations�with�
the�same�conditions�of�accelerator.

LER HER

Energy 3.5 8.0 GeV

Circumference 3016 m

Revolution freq. 99.39 kHz

RF�frequency 508.886 MHz

Harmonic number 5120

Main�parameters�of�KEKB�rings

(0.58� 0.63)�has�larger�
response.
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•Response�around�0.6�
(beamͲbeam�region)�is�

•Roughly�consistent�with�the�experimental�results.
•Detailed�beamͲbeam�simulation�are�in�progress.��Expecting�to�
explain�the�mechanism�of�enhancement�of�the�oscillation.�

Summary
We�have�studied�the�effect�of�the�vertical�beam�size�blowups�
and�the�luminosity�degradation�due�to�externally�supplied�
noise�in�the�feedback�systems.�The�simulation�reproduces�the�
amplitude�dependences�of�the�effect�well.�Also�the�study�of�the�
blowup�mechanism�is�in�progress�with�the�beamͲbeam�
simulation.�It�is,�however,�to�reproduce�the�vertical�oscillation�Harmonic�number 5120

Crossing angle 22�(crab�crossing�=�0) mrad

Beam�current 1.45 1.0 A

Bunch�number 1584 1584

Betatron tune�x/y 45.056/43.558 44.51/41.62

Total�RF�voltage 8.0 13.0 MV

IP�beta�Ex*/Ey* 120/0.59 120/0.59 cm
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most�sensitive�starting�
from�small�oscillation.
•Response�on�the�out�of�
the��beamͲbeam�region�
is�not�negligible,�
especially�with�larger�
external�excitation.

, , p
with�white�noise,�huge�noise�level�which�never�exist�in�normal�
feedback�systems�is�needed.�Detailed�beamͲbeam�simulation�
to�explore�the�oscillation�and�blowup�mechanism�is�in�progress.
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STUDY OF BEAM SIZE BLOWUP DUE TO TRANSVERSE BUNCH 
FEEDBACK NOISE ON e+ e- COLLIDER* 
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Abstract 
Vertical beam size blowups with the larger gain of the 

transverse bunch feedback systems have been observed in 
KEKB B-factory rings. With the numerical simulation, it 
has been shown that large beam-beam effect enhanced 
small oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the 
bunch feedback kick. To examine the simulation, the 
beam response, the effective beam size and the luminosity 
change with artificial external noise injected into the 
transverse feedback system have been measured in KEKB 
LER ring during collision. The result has been compared 
with the simulation including beam-beam effect and 
showed good agreement. 

INTRODUCTION 
On recent high luminosity colliders such as B-Factories, 

it is almost indispensable  to use the powerful transverse 
bunch-by-bunch feedback systems to suppress fast co-
upled-bunch instabilities (CBI) coming from strong and 
wide-band impedance sources such as electron cloud 
instability or fast ion instability. The feedback gain of the 
systems tends to be rather larger at least to keep the beam 
with single beam condition. In the case of KEKB-LER, 
we have normally set the gain of the system to have the 
feedback damping time of around 0.2~0.5 ms, which 
corresponds to 20 to 50 turns of the revolution of the rings.  

During the operation of the KEKB rings, we have 
unexpectedly observed a degradation of the luminosity 
related with the exceed feedback gain of the LER. With 
the systematic study of the relations between the trans-
verse feedback gains and the luminosity, we have found 
only LER vertical feedback gain affected the luminosity 
and the vertical beam size; other transverse feedback gain, 
LER-H, HER-H and HER-V had no obvious relation to  

 

Figure 1: Luminosity reduction with the  KEKB-LER 
vertical feedback gain. 

the luminosity. Figure 1 shows the obtained response of 

the luminosity with the LER vertical feedback gain.  
We have also examined the effect of the vertical 

feedback gain on vertical beam size observed with the 
interferometer on both the collision and the  single-beam 
condition of KEKB-LER. Though the vertical beam size 
slowly increased (~10%) with  the feedback gain during 
single-beam condition, it jumped up more than 40% with 
small change of the feedback gain during collision. The 
resulting luminosity decreased around 10 to 20% with the 
blowup of the vertical beam size.  

Since with lower vertical feedback gain which did not 
affect the luminosity we could inject and keep the beam 
with single-beam condition, and the coupling between the 
bunches could be smeared by the tune spread coming 
from strong beam-beam effect during collision, we could 
manage the effect realistically. It is however important to 
understand the effect, especially for the future low 
emittance storage rings with much lower x-y coupling 
such as SuperKEKB. With the numerical simulation, it 
has been shown that large beam-beam effect enhanced 
small oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the 
bunch feedback systems[2]. 

We have examined the simulation by measuring the 
beam response, the effective beam size and the luminosity 
change with artificial noise injected into the vertical 
feedback system in KEKB-LER during collision. Table 1 
shows the main parameters of the KEKB rings during 
experiment. 

Table 1: Main Parameters of KEKB Rings 

 LER HER  

Energy 3.5  GeV 
Circumference 3016 m 
frev 99.39 kHz 
Crossing angle 22 (crab crossing) mrad 
Beam current 1.45 1.0 A 
Harmonic number 5120  
Bunch number 1584 1584  
Betatron tune x 45.506 44.510  
                       y 43.558 41.620  
Total RF voltage 8.0 13.0 MV 

IP beta Ex*/Ey*  120/0.59 120/0.59 cm 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The block diagram of the transverse feedback systems 

of KEKB-LER is shown in Figure 2[1]. Button signals are 
filtered with the cable-type BPF with center frequency of 
2 GHz. The two facing button signals are subtracted with 
the 180-deg. hybrid and down-converted with 4 x RF 
signal to get amplitude (position) of the oscillation. The 
two horizontal or vertical positions are combined vecto-
rially to make 90-deg phase shift and digitized with the
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08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability

 

 

 
Figure 4: Beam response with the exited tune. 

increase of the LER beam size was much slower than that 
of in the beam-beam region,  the drop of the luminosity 
with the excited amplitude was rather milder. The drop of 
the luminosity by excited vertical amplitude with several 
excitation frequencies are shown in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5: Luminosity degradation due to oscillation 
applied externally in the feedback system. 

In the case of white noise excitation, we have estimated 
the amplitude of the oscillation corresponding to each 
tune used the single frequency excitation from the FFT 
amplitude of the BOR. The shape of the beam response 

 
Figure 6: Luminosity response with band-limited white 
noise excitation. The luminosity had dropped 5% with the 
noise of 0.4Vpp level. 

was roughly similar to the case of single frequency 
excitation shown in Figure 4. The luminosity response is 
shown in Figure 6. The luminosity has dropped about 5% 

with the noise amplitude of 0.4 Vpp. Apparently, this 
huge level of the noise is completely senseless for the 
normal operation of the feedback systems.  

After the observation of the luminosity degradation due 
to excess feedback gain, simulation work has been carried 
out and has shown that small amount of external 
oscillation in vertical plane might increase the vertical 
beam size and degrade the luminosity[2]. The simulation 
work with the same accelerator conditions as the exci-
tation experiment are also in progress. Figure 7 shows an 
example of the result of the simulation which shows the 
luminosity degradation with the externally excited 
sinusoidal noise. Roughly, the simulation reproduces the  

 
Figure 7: Luminosity degradation by the externally 
applied sinusoidal noise by the beam-beam simulation. 
The results are scaled to fit the experimental data. 

amplitude dependences of the experimental results. 
Detailed simulations are in progress. In the experimental 
wok, we plan to make more detailed experiment on 
DAFNE accelerators.  

SUMMARY 
We have studied the effect of the vertical beam size 

blowups and the luminosity degradation due to externally 
supplied noise in the feedback systems. The simulation 
reproduces the amplitude dependences of the effect well. 
Also the study of the blowup mechanism is in progress 
with the beam-beam simulation. It is, however, to 
reproduce the vertical oscillation with white noise, huge 
noise level which never exist in normal feedback systems 
is needed.   

The authors would like to thank the KEKB commi-
ssioning group and the operators for the help during the 
experiment. This work is supported by the Grant-in-Aid 
for Scientific Research(C), No. 21604010. 
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08 Feedbacks and Beam Stability

Study�of�Beam�Size�Blowup�due�to�Transverse�
Bunch�Feedback�Noise�on�e+eͲ Collider

Makoto�Tobiyama�and�Kazuhito�Ohmi,�KEK�Accelerator�Laboratory,�1Ͳ1�Oho,�Tsukuba,�Japan

MOPD73

Ab t tAbstract
Vertical beam size blowups with the larger gain of the
transverse bunch feedback systems have been observed in
KEKB BͲfactory rings. With the numerical simulation, it has
been shown that large beamͲbeam effect enhanced small
oscillation induced by the broadband noise of the bunch
feedback kick. To examine the simulation, the beam response,
the effective beam size and the luminosity change with
artificial external noise injected into the transverse feedback
system have been measured in KEKB LER ring during collision.
The result has been compared with the simulation including

KEKB�transverse�bunch�feedback�system
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beamͲbeam effect and showed good agreement.

Introduction
Vertical�beamͲsize�blowup�and�luminosity�degradation�due�to�
exceeded�feedback�gain�was�found�on�KEKB�collider.
•Only�LERͲVertical�feedback�gain�affected�the�luminosity.
•Other�feedback�loops�(LERͲH,�HERͲH,�HERͲV)�had�no�obvious�
effects�on�luminosity�even�with�extremely�high�gain.

+3dB -3dB0dB
+1.5dB

-
2dB

-1dB

Amplitude(% of V size) Amplitude(% of V size)

•At�the�beamͲbeam�region�((a),�fexcite=0.6),�the�LER�vertical�beam�
size�has�increased�fairly�quickly�and�the�luminosity�gradually�
decreased�with�the�excitation�amplitude.
•At�out�of�the�beamͲbeam�region�((b),�fexcite=0.75),�though�the�
increase�of�the�LER�vertical�beam�size�was�much�slower�than�that�
of�in�the�beamͲbeam�region,�the�drop�of�the�luminosity�with�the�
excited�amplitude�was�similar�to�(a).

Excitation�amplitude�vs.�luminosity
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•Drop�of�the�luminosity�
strongly�depends�on�the�
excitation�frequency.
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•With�VͲFB�gain�of�lower�than�'G=Ͳ3dB,��single�beam�
operation�was�possible.
•During�collision,�strong�beamͲbeam�effect�has�completely�
suppressed�the�coupledͲbunch�oscillation,�except�for�the�
beamͲbeam oscillation (horizontal only).

Precise 
Timing

Generator

Write
Address/Interface FPGA

VME 
Interface

EX data ADR CONT

Accumulate�all�the�bunch�
positions�up�to�4096�turns
(5120�x�4096�=�20MB)

•Inject�excitation�signal�(sinusoidal�wave�or�white�noise)�from�the�
Y�tune�excitation�port.
¾ h k k l d f d h h

White�noise�(<5MHz)�excitation
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beam beam�oscillation�(horizontal�only).

•Understanding�the�effect�is�necessary�for�future�low�
emittance,�low�xͲy�coupling�colliders.

BeamͲbeam�simulation�(1)
•Luminosity�is�sensitive�for�the�offset�fluctuation
•5%�degradation�for�offset�fluctuation�of�0.01sy

• Faster�noise�(turnͲbyͲturn�noise,�not�low�frequency)�mainly�
affects.

¾The�peakͲtoͲpeak�amplitude�was�confirmed�with�the�
oscilloscope.
¾Excitation�tune�=(0.55,�0.56,�0.58,�0.6,�0.62,�0.65,�0.68,�.72.�
0.75)

•Detect�the�oscillation�of�the�LER�beam�with�the�BOR.
¾The�recorded�value�of�the�BOR�was�calibrated�with�the�local�
bumps�around�the�BPMs.
¾FFT�the�data�to�find�the�amplitude�of�the�oscillation�
corresponding�to�the�excitation.�

•Effective�beam�size�was�measured�using�interferometer.
•Luminosity�data�was�delivered�by�the�Belle�detector
¾Low latency slow update rate (<0 1H )

Excitation Voltage(Vpp)Tune

•The�shape�of�the�beam�response�on�excitation�freq.�is�similar�to�
the�case�of�single�freq.�excitation.
•Luminosity�has�dropped�about�5%�with�the�noise�amplitude�of�
0.4VpͲp.�
•The�noise�level�of�0.4Vpp�is�x100�higher�than�the�observed�noise�
level�during�operation.

BeamͲbeam�simulation�(2)
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•Examine�the�simulation�by�measuring�the�beam�response,�the�
effective�beam�size�and�the�luminosity�change�with�artificial�
noise�injected�into�the�vertical�feedback�systems.
C h l i h h b b i l i i h

¾Low�latency,�slow�update�rate�(<0.1Hz)
¾BeamͲbeam�effect�needs�long�time�to�settle.

Single�frequency�excitation�voltage�vs.�amplitude�

•Response�of�the�beam�
on�the�excitation�freq.�
are�not�the�same.
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•Compare�the�results�with�the�beamͲbeam�simulations�with�
the�same�conditions�of�accelerator.

LER HER

Energy 3.5 8.0 GeV

Circumference 3016 m

Revolution freq. 99.39 kHz

RF�frequency 508.886 MHz

Harmonic number 5120

Main�parameters�of�KEKB�rings

(0.58� 0.63)�has�larger�
response.
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•Response�around�0.6�
(beamͲbeam�region)�is�

•Roughly�consistent�with�the�experimental�results.
•Detailed�beamͲbeam�simulation�are�in�progress.��Expecting�to�
explain�the�mechanism�of�enhancement�of�the�oscillation.�

Summary
We�have�studied�the�effect�of�the�vertical�beam�size�blowups�
and�the�luminosity�degradation�due�to�externally�supplied�
noise�in�the�feedback�systems.�The�simulation�reproduces�the�
amplitude�dependences�of�the�effect�well.�Also�the�study�of�the�
blowup�mechanism�is�in�progress�with�the�beamͲbeam�
simulation.�It�is,�however,�to�reproduce�the�vertical�oscillation�Harmonic�number 5120

Crossing angle 22�(crab�crossing�=�0) mrad

Beam�current 1.45 1.0 A

Bunch�number 1584 1584

Betatron tune�x/y 45.056/43.558 44.51/41.62

Total�RF�voltage 8.0 13.0 MV

IP�beta�Ex*/Ey* 120/0.59 120/0.59 cm

mailto:makoto.tobiyama@kek.jp
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most�sensitive�starting�
from�small�oscillation.
•Response�on�the�out�of�
the��beamͲbeam�region�
is�not�negligible,�
especially�with�larger�
external�excitation.

, , p
with�white�noise,�huge�noise�level�which�never�exist�in�normal�
feedback�systems�is�needed.�Detailed�beamͲbeam�simulation�
to�explore�the�oscillation�and�blowup�mechanism�is�in�progress.

The�authors�would�like�to�thank�the�KEKB�commissioning�group�
and�the�operators�for�the�help�during�the�experiment.�This�work�
is�supported�by�the�JSPS�GrantͲinͲAid�for�Scientific�Research(C),�
contact�number��21604010.

Beam-Beam effect in collision amplifies noise in feedback system
Understood via simulations and verified with noise injection into system
Original KEKB vertical system used 2-tap filter, no processing gain. All noise folded into
processing channel. SuperKEKB systems expanded with feedback filters

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 34
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Noise Floor - Operational Demo SPS system

ADC Terminated in 50 Ohms
very quiet, near theoretical
quantizing noise
Spectrogram shows very flat
spectrum, no clock pickup
System maximum gain is
determined by receiver noise floor

Receiver with pickups ( no beam
condition, RF and magnets on)

Receiver broadband noise slightly
higher than ADC quantizing noise (
2dB? 3dB?)
narrowband lines seen - from ?

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 35
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SNR and sensitivity of front-end receiver

Introduction Feedback System MD results Conclusions

Feedback System

Receiver
Detail of Receiver - ADC
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Attn. = 1/1.65:
Vin = ±407 mV ; �Vin = 3.22 mV/c
.
Front-end performance - Optimized existing
configuration
�nADC ' 0.45 counts
�REC .Attn ' 0.54 counts
�Front�end ' 0.7 counts ' 12µm RMS per sample
�y�Centroid ' 3µm RMS
.
RMS damped Beam motion
Transverse
�Y = 2.8µm rms
Contributions from synchrotron motion �Z ,
sampling clock phase noise ��Tq

�2
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�T = 6.25ps rms
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Measuring the dynamic system - Beam response
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Pickup,Kicker require equalization, Timing the front and back-ends is tricky
Higher modes well-damped, difficult to excite
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4 batch Q20 study - bunch 70 batch 4 open loop

Study unstable bunch at end of last train

Attempt to excite Ecloud instability

unstable bunch in batch is mode zero
motion

study can also focus on tune shifts vs
bunch position

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 38
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Damping studies

Studies of excited beam, followed by damping at various damping
gains

bunch 70 of multi-bunch Q22 fill
Both transverse dampers ON
Studies from July 15 , 8 minute interval
attemp to have similar currents, excitation, only vary damping gain
Excitation is postive feedback SG=3 for turns 3000 - 6500
Damping is from turn 6500

damping SG varied by x8 from 3 ( highest),4,5,6 (lowest)
we have roughly 5 transients at each configuration (200 total)
these examples selected as roughly equal currents
need to quantify damping rates vs gain

J. D. Fox ICFA Benevento 2017 39
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Damping SG= 3 (highest gain)7-15 1320

Samples
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ADC Signal without Orbit Offset - 07-15-2017-1320-Batch: 1-Bunch: 70

Turns 6500:6520

Mostly mode 1 excited, some mode 2

Mode 0 seems well-controlled by
transverse dampers

Complete mode 1 damping in roughly
1000 turns

damping to noise floor
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Damping SG= 4 ( 1/2 highest gain)7-15 1318b
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Turns 6500:6520

Mostly mode 1 excited, some mode 2
-same case

Mode 0 seems well-controlled by
transverse dampers

Complete mode 1 damping in roughly
3500 turns

damping to noise floor
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Damping SG= 5 ( 1/4 highest gain)7-15 1323

Samples
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ADC Signal without Orbit Offset - 07-15-2017-1323-Batch: 1-Bunch: 70

Turns 6500:6520

Mostly mode 1 excited, some mode 2
-same case

residual motion at mode 0 and 1,2 seen to
be decaying

Complete mode 1 damping in roughly
10000 turns

Final damped state not recorded, post
length
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Damping SG= 6 ( 1/8 highest gain)7-15 1326
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Turns 6500:6520

Mostly mode 1, mode 2 -same case

residual motion at mode 0 and 1,2 seen to
be decaying

Gain seems marginal, but is sufficient to
damp

Final damped state >10000 turns, post
length
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Compare 4 damping gains x8, x4, x2 and x1
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Open-Loop Studies September-October 2015

Beam Spectrogram driven by Mode 0 excitation

Beam Spectrogram driven by Mode 1 excitation

Beam Spectrogram driven by Mode 2 excitation
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single bunch Q22 study - Driven chirp mode zero
excitation open loop

Mode Zero temporal shape
Chirp from 0.18 to 0.22
Note Processing Gain (
sensitivity) of spectrogram
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Excite bunch 50- excite feedback SG4 vs SG3

positive feedback gain insufficient to drive un-
stable growth

positive feedback x2 gain now drives unstable
growth
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Advantages of Model-Based Control

Model-Based Controller Design Approach

Model-based multi-input multi-output (MIMO) controller designs have been evaluated to
overcome those limitations, at the expense of a more complex implementation of the
filters.
Modeling and identification of the intra-bunch dynamics using reduced order linear
models are crucial for the model-based controller design.
These model-based techniques are powerful math tools to design and manipulate
especially multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system dynamics where controller can be
designed and optimized to control multiple modes at the same time.
We present linear reduced order MIMO models for transverse intra-bunch dynamics and
use these models to design model-based MIMO feedback controllers.

Plant	G(z)	

Model	of	the	Plant	
Ĝ(z)	

L	

K	

+	

-	

χstate	

Controller Gain Matrix 

Observer Gain Matrix 

Ymeasured	

Ypredicted	

Control	Input	

A Model Based Controller - LQG 

Figure: A model-based controller design closed loop block diagram.

O. Turgut Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Model-Based Wideband Feedback Control at CERN Super Proton SynchrotronMay 11, 2016 7 / 18

Control of Non-linear Dynamics ( Intra-bunch) is challenging
Tune variations, optics issues limit FIR gain
Control Formalism - allows formal methods to quantify stability and dynamics, margins
Ph.D. Thesis for O. Turgut - New directions, model based MIMO formalism
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Model - is derived from Simulation or MD studiesReduced Model from Open Loop Simulations

Parameters of the transfer
function representing the
modes 0, 1 and 2 dynamics
are identified using open
loop simulation data.

We use the same excitation
signal to drive the reduced
order model and compare
the time domain result
with HeadTail simulation
result for model
verification.

This model is used to
design a model-based
controller (Discrete-time
linear quadratic optimal
controller).

O. Turgut Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Model-Based Wideband Feedback Control at CERN Super Proton SynchrotronMay 11, 2016 8 / 18
Linear model - allows analytic knowledge of limits
better than FIR for closer ωβ and ωs Tunes, optics issues limit
Control Formalism - allows formal methods to quantify stability and dynamics, margins
model based MIMO formalism uses information from pickup more completely
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Head-Tail vs Reduced Model results

Comparison of HEADTAIL with Reduced Model
Response of intra-bunch dynamics for a 0.175 - 0.22 frequency sweep excitation over
1000 Turns.
The vertical displacement and corresponding spectrograms of the HeadTail simulation
and the reduced order MIMO model are shown. The simulation data and the reduced
order model response show good agreement in time and frequency domain.

O. Turgut Identification of Intra-Bunch Transverse Dynamics for Model-Based Wideband Feedback Control at CERN Super Proton SynchrotronMay 11, 2016 9 / 18

Time Domain data is fit, Models in Time and Frequency Domain
Model can be fit to simulation or physical machine data
comparing simulation, experimental reduced models excellent way to validate nonlinear
simulations
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MIMO Modal 4X4 controller - Beam Simulation

4 Coupled-Oscillator model

4x4 modal ( matrix) controller

Much better control of all modes
compared to FIR

disadvantage - much more complex
numeric processing ( n2 more)

What about sparse control with few off
diagonal elements?

O. Turgut Stanford Ph.D. Defense October
6
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Beam Measurements, Simulation Models, Technology
Development, Wideband Kickers and Demo System
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Envelope Vertical motion of bunch centroid − τ = 338.7991 turns
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